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Abstract
It is challenging to ensure security and to minimize economic impacts due to cyber-attacks because of the heavy reliance on ICT in different organizations and this paper presents an approach to estimate the cost of cyber security in public and private sector organizations. The paper also describes an
approach for selecting the type of cyber security improvements to ensure that organizational goals are achieved. Different types of cyber-attacks and
the subsequent impacts of these attacks are considered. A Value Analysis method is proposed to support the decision-making process by determining
the priorities of deployment of various cyber security technologies. The proposed method is based on security costs related to and the losses due to
attacks. Examples are provided in the paper to illustrate the proposed approach.
© 2016 Published by ITMSOC Working Group.
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1. Introduction

I

T is recognized that cyber-attacks have different levels of negative impact to the performance of organizations with economic
consequences. There are also different kinds of security technologies to address these issues. This forms the motivation of this
study in proposing a value analysis method as a means or basis
for determining the priorities of deployment of various security
technologies.
Cyber security focuses on protecting computers, networks, programs and data from unintended or unauthorized access, change
or destruction. The important question is: How much an organization should invest in cyber security in order to minimize losses
due to cyber-attacks? [2]. The situation is that both the investment in security measures and the loss sustained by the organization due to cyber-attacks are costs to the organization. In the real
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world, there is no definitive answer yet as to how these costs can
be balanced or traded off.
A review of the literature shows that a number of approaches
have been tried. In one approach, finding ROI (Return on Investment) is used [3, 4]. It has also been shown that ROI is a major
consideration in the economics of information systems [5]. Using cost-benefit analysis and outcomes based on theoretical data,
Loeb focused on Net Present Value (NPV) and Internal Rate of
Return (IRR) [6]. Loeb’s approach risk management and bypass
rate for security technologies are used to assess investment in cybersecurity. Hahn and Govindarasu used attack tree and Petri
nets with PENET software [7]. Bojanc defined a mathematical
method using risk assessment of cyber-attacks [8, 9]. Interactions
between attackers and organizations using game theory have also
been considered [1, 10, 11]. While it is important to note that it
is not possible to have 100 % security for organizations, it is still
necessary to quantify the costs due to attacks, and investments
needed to counter the problem.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a discussion of different types of cyber-attacks and their associated
costs. Section 3 discusses the available security technologies and
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Table 1. Purchase and Installation of An Ids Hardware with Software to Support Audit Trials and Investigation [1].
Task

Purchase and Install
Intrusion Detection
System with Audit
Trail Software

Cost

Small

Medium

1 FTE, 1 day for installation;
$750 per server IDS probe;
plus $240 per workstation agent;
plus $1,300 per manager/console,
and/or $4,800 per network IDS probe;
plus $2,400 for analysis console;
1 FTE, 3 months for monitoring IDS

1 FTE, 3 days;
$750 per server IDS probe;
plus $240 per workstation agent;
plus $1,300 per manager/console,
and/or $4,800 per network IDS probe;
plus $2,400 for analysis console;
1 FTE, 6 months for monitoring IDS

their associated costs. Section 4 introduces the value analysis approach. Section 5 provides the value analysis method. Section 6
is an example for illustration purposes. Section 7 concludes this
paper.

Large
1 FTE, 2 weeks;
$750 per server IDS probe;
plus $240 per workstation agent;
plus $1,300 per manager/console,
and/or $4,800 per network IDS probe;
plus $2,400 for analysis console;
1 FTE, 1 year for monitoring IDS

Moreover, Virus/Worm/Trojan and malware are the most popular
attacks with over 95% of the companies reporting experience of
such attacks.
2.3. Effects of Security technology on Attacks

2. Types of Cyber-Attacks and Their Associated Losses
2.1. Types of Cyber-attacks
Undoubtedly, the goal of a secure information system for all
organizations is challenging due to all forms of possible attacks.
While many types of attacks have already been identified and defined [11], the most common types of attacks could be considered
based on reports from the Ponemon Institute [12]. This forms an
essential component in this study, given as:
• Viruses/Worms/Trojans,
• Malicious code,
• Phishing,

Security technologies are used to mitigate attacks. There are
several reported studies on security technologies and their benefits [13]. Butler studied security technology benefit assessment
and their effectiveness against each attack. For example, it was
reported that network monitoring software reduced Distributed
DOS (DDOS) by 75% [13]. Arora et al. proposed a framework to
evaluate the cost/benefit of security measures by considering the
effectiveness of security technology in preventing attacks based
on bypass rates. The same study reported that firewalls have the
ability to mitigate virus/worm by 20% [14]. These information
are therefore used as basis of the analysis in this study.
3. Security Technologies and Their Costs

• Malware,
• Denial of service (DOS),
• Web-based attacks.
2.2. Losses due to Cyber-attacks
Losses due to these cyber-attacks could take many forms and
different parts of an organization could be affected. In order to
counter these attacks, it is vital for organizations and individuals
to optimize the investment or expenses associated with cyber security, based on the various kinds of potential attacks. Studies
from the Ponemon Institute have shown attacks have occurred in
a wide spectrum of industry segments including utilities and energy, financial services, technology and education and research
companies. The study in US shows that the utilities and energy industry suffered heavy losses of about 20 million dollars
in both 2011 and 2012 [12]. Therefore, the study shows that attacks due to malicious code, DOS, Web based attacks and malicious insiders have amounted to over 60% of the total losses.

3.1. Cost Estimation for Security
One important and vital ingredient to protect an organization
is the existence of a plan for cyber security and the associated
budget. Based on National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), the cost estimates for IT security in an organization could
be considered under a framework with three headings: management, operational and technical controls. These consist of 17 categories with further sub-divisions into guidance and tasks such as
self-assessment, review, analysis, testing, contingency plan, etc.
For each recommended process or tasks based on NIST standards,
the budget can then be assessed. For example, the budget for the
purchase and installation of an Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
with Audit Trail Software based on the size of an organization is
illustrated in Table 1. This meets the NIST standards 8.2.7, 11.2.4
- 11.2.5, 15.2.1, 16.1.1, 17.1.1 - 17.1.2, and 17.1.6 - 17.1.9 [15].
In Table 1, FTE is Full Time Employee and therefore, the cost
of IT security measures for different organizations could be evaluated for the associated costs required to counter the attacks.
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Mass Mailing Worm

Trojan Horse

Malicious Code

Table 2. Attack Methods and Solutions [11].

Malware Type

Technologies

Network Service Worm

Security managers need to determine the security design and
technologies to be used, and to estimate the effectiveness of each
technologies against different kinds of attacks [10, 16]. There
are four main security attributes: confidentiality, integrity, privacy
and availability. It is important to understand the potential attack
and the corresponding mitigation for each of the above attributes.
Table 2 shows the possible attack methods and the technology
needed to prevent such attacks [12].

Table 3. Typical Effectiveness (High, Medium, Low) against Attacks [17].

Macro Virus

3.2. Security Technologies to Mitigate Cyber-Attacks

Multipartite Virus

36

Anti-virus

H

H

H

H

H

H

Anti-malware

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

L
L

L

Security Tools:

Security Attributes

Attack Methods

Solution Technology

Spyware detection and removal utility

Confidentiality

Eavesdropping,
Hacking, Phishing,
DOS, and IP spoofing

IDS, Firewall,
Cryptographic systems,
IPSec, and SSL

Network-based intrusion detection system

L

Host-based intrusion detection system

L

Viruses, Worms,
Trojans, Eavesdropping,
DOS, and IP spoofing

IDS, Firewall,
Anti-Malware software,
IPSec, and SSL

Network-based spam filtering

L-M

L

L

Integrity

Host-based spam filtering

L-M

L

L

Email Bombing,
Spamming, Hacking,
DOS, and cookies

IDS, Firewall,
Anti-Malware Systems,
IPSec and SSL

Network-based Web content filtering

L

L

Privacy

Host-based Web content filtering

L

L

Availability

DOS, Email Bombing,
Spamming, and System
Boot Record Infectors

IDS, Firewall, and
Anti-Malware software

Table 3 illustrates the NIST standards which consider the security technologies and their effects on each attack using a finer
grain threat assessment [17].

Network Configuration Changes:
Network-based firewall

H

M

M

Host-based firewall

H

M

Internet border router

H

M

Internal router

H

M

Network Configuration Changes:

4. Cyber Security and Value Analysis
4.1. Cost/Benefit in Information Technology
Based on previous studies, it is noted that security for organizations needs to be improved and the security approach used needs
to be matched to the threat that exists using a cost-benefit model.
Some studies have already been carried out to find such models.
For instance, a framework to evaluate the costs and benefit of IT
security was established by Arora et al. [14], based on observed
damages, cost for existing security, and bypass rates. Furthermore, Xie et al. considered a hierarchical cost-benefit analysis to
estimate the cost of establishing the information security improvement plans [13]. The question that remains is how much will be
required to be spent on each part of the market/service layer in order to improve the security without blowing out the budget. The
aim of cost-benefit analysis is for decision support to assist management and in budget planning [6]. In the next section, a value
analysis to make targeted improvements to a system’s cyber security is introduced. The approach is proposed as a tool to aid
decision-making in value engineering.

Host hardening (including patching)

L

L

E-mail server setting

L

L

Setting for other services housed

M

M

M

M

L-M

L

L

L-M

Application client setting

M

M

M

4.2. Value Analysis
One of the established models related to this proposed work is
the Tanaka model of Value Analysis. In 1985, Tanaka [15] proposed a method to optimize a value that has a direct relationship to
importance and an inverse relationship to cost. Value analysis is
an approach to optimize an item’s value by considering the importance and the cost of that item. This value could be for a system,
a process, a procedure, a plan, a tool or a service. In value analysis, the value of the item is not the same as the item’s cost. The
approach is illustrated with the expression below:
VI =
where,

RP
,
RC

(1)
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V I: the value of an item (i.e. Value Index);
RP: the relative performance (importance) of its function;
RC: the relative cost of the item.
An optimal value can be considered when the cost and importance of the value is the same, that is, Value Index = 1. A value
index of more than one indicates improved performance of the
item, and a value index less than one means that it is necessary to
reduce the cost. However, Tanaka argued that this is too restrictive. Therefore, an optimal value zone was considered. Tanaka
has shown that it could be possible to find an optimization limit,
based on the importance and spending cost on the system components [18]. Tanaka’s control limit was found as follows:
q
x2 + q2 ,
CLu =
q
CLl =
x2 − q2 ,
(2)

5.1. Importance Value Index
The Importance Value Index for the attack is based on the cost
suffered when an attack occurs. This index is based on frequency
of attack and the loss is calculated as:

where, Li : the losses due to attack, i, in a particular period.
5.2. Security Cost Index for Attack
This index represents the cost of the protective security measures to guard against attacks, and it could be found as follows:
m
P

Ci

=

CLl: the optimal lower limit;

ρi

x: the percentage relative importance;

Cyber security depends on the requirements, policies, approaches and technologies. Therefore, the required cost of cyber security is also based on the same things. On the other hand,
the cost of cyber-attacks is related to losses due to cyber-attacks.
The proposed value analysis approach is therefore based on the
estimated losses due to each attack, and the spending cost for the
cyber security measures in order to counter each type of attack.
The value indices could then be calculated from the following
equation:
V = I/C,
(3)
where,
V: the value index of attack;
I: the importance index of attack;
C: the security Cost index for attack.
Using the Tanaka optimal zone, the control limit will be found
using Eq. (2).

ρi j × S C j

j=1
k P
m
P

,

(5)

ρi j × S C j

i=1 j=1

and

5. A Value Analysis Method for Cyber Security

(4)

i=1

CLu: the optimal upper limit;

Values inside the optimal zone are considered to be the best
value indices.
The challenge is to relate this value analysis to decisions concerning the security of the organization. This will be discussed in
the next section.

Li
,
k
P
Li

Li =

where,

q: the percentage instance value (tolerance determined by management);
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=

ρoij
,
m
P
ρoij

(6)

j=1

where,
Ci : the value of security cost index for attack i;
S C j : the cost of security technology j;
ρi j : the normalized coefficient for security technology j based on
attack i;
ρoij : the initial coefficient for security technology j based on attack i.
These values could be estimated based on standards, data from
other studies and the determination could be made by security
experts [1, 12, 16]. The following section uses an example to
illustrate the proposed approach.
6. An Example To Illustrate The Value Analysis Approach
Using actual data from the Ponemon report [12], the importance index on losses due to each cyber-attack can be derived
using Eq. (4). Hence, with Eqs. (5) and (6), the cost of cyber security for each attack is calculated. Using these results, the
value index for each attack could be found from Eq. (3). Table
4 shows these indices for five types of cyber-attacks on medium
sized companies in the US.
These cyber security value indices for all the attacks and the
control limit have been shown in Fig. 1 by considering q = 0.2.
With respect to the value analysis results from US companies, the
following observations are made:
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Table 4. Cyber Security Value Index for US companies.
Index
Importance (%)
Cost (%)
Value

Virus/Worm/Trojan

Type of attacks
Malware
Malicious code

Phishing

DOS/DDOS

11
13
0.85

6
17
0.35

11
33
0.33

31
7
4.43

41
30
1.37

approach as a means to find the priorities in dealing with cyber
security. An example using the proposed approach to manage
cyber-attacks is provided and the results are used for illustration
purposes. The next phase of the study will focus on the expansion of the model and collection of larger and practical data set to
verify the model and the approach.
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Fig. 1. Cyber security control limit and value graph for US companies.

• Value index for DOS and malicious code are above optimal
zone, hence, these companies need to review their security
policies and technologies in order to improve their protection against such attacks. Additional expenses may also be
required in these areas.
• For virus/worm/trojan and malware attacks, the value analysis results indicated that they are in the optimal zone. This
means the existing expenditures on cyber security for these
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need to review their security policies and technologies. They
may be able to maintain the existing practices while reducing the budget for this type of attacks saving costs for the
company.
7. Conclusions
Finding the priorities for the investment or expenses to ensure
cyber security is an important issue for an organization’s planning and budget. This paper proposes the use of a Value Analysis
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